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Between the Want and the will in the Holy Quran 

Abdel-Shafi Ahmed Ali Ahmed 
Department of Islamic Studies, College of Arts, King Faisal University 

Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia 

Abstract: 
Of words contained in the Holy Quran words want to and  the word "will 

is". 
Some people may think they are completely interchangeable in order to 

only by the diversity  I wanted to record what was observed in the use of the 
Koran to the two terms, explaining the differences between them. 

Have addressed in the research the want and the will in the Holy Quran 
and defined by the and presentation of issues related to their would act as will 
in prayer balmsheeip and protest in the sin and otralmsheeip in the alliance. 

Also discussed the difference between the Want and the will through the 
use of the Koran to them. 

He also presented several research findings and recommendations in the 
end. 

 
 


